The Broward Performing Arts Foundation gratefully acknowledges the generosity of the following benefactors whose support has helped maintain the Broward Center’s excellence over the years.

### $5,000,000 and Above
- The Huizenga Family
- Lillian S. Wells Foundation

### $2,500,000 and Above
- AutoNation, Inc.
- JM Family Enterprises, Inc.
- Rose Miniaci and Family
- Bernard and Suzanne Scharf
- S. Donald Sussman
- Mr. & Mrs. August Urbanek Family and The Au-Rene Foundation
- Linda and Douglas Von Allmen

### $1,000,000 and Above
- The John E. Abdo Family
- Joel and Beverly Altman
- In Memory of Vincent and Eda Maria Amaturo
- Bank of America
- Dianne and Michael Bienes
- Lois L. Deicke
- Frederick A. DeLuca Foundation
- Albert E. and Birdie W. Einstein Fund
- Linda Haller
- Mary Jane Harlow Charitable Trust - Mary Short, President
- Mr. Jay Harris
- William and Norma Horvitz Family Foundation
- Margaret Adderley Kelly
- The Alfred and Rose Miniaci Foundation
- Peck Foundation, Milwaukee
- Mary N. Porter Legacy Fund of the Community Foundation of Broward
- Joseph and Louise Rumbaugh
- Lorraine Thomas
- Waste Management, Inc. of Florida
- Gary Wendt

### $500,000 and Above
- Colin W. Brown
- Clifford Jason Cideko and Fredrick Warten
- M. Austin and Christine Forman
- Greenspoon Marder
- Hudson Family Foundation
- Robert Wood Johnson 1962 Charitable Trust
- Josephine S. Leiser Foundation
- Dr. and Mrs. Nile R. Lestrange
- The Family of Susie and Alan B. Levan
- Jim and Jan Moran / JM Family Enterprises, Inc.
- Marie Morris in memory of Morton Morris, D.O. J. D.
- The Charles L. Palmer Family
- Salah Foundation
- The Slattery Family Foundation
- SunTrust now Truist
$250,000 and Above

The Jan and Frank Abdo Family
Bonnie Barnett and Dr. Robert L. Kagan
Blanche and Bill Baum
BBX Capital Corporation
Neil Burmeister and Bob Romano
Caring Friends Foundation,
Bank of America, N.A., Co-Trustee
The Robert Elmore Family
Jesse and Susan Gaddis
Harry A. and Edith D. Gampel
Linda Gill and Mary Gill
Janice and Robert Goldsten
Dr. Stanley and Pearl Goodman
Leo Goodwin Foundation, Inc.
Andrew and Tanya Heller
The Ingham Family
Carol Harrison Kalagher
Kapila Family Foundation
Eleanor M. and Herbert D. Katz Family Foundation
Roger R. Hinkley and Herbert J. Kurtzheim
The LaBate Family
The family of Richard and Marie and
Alhadeff & Sitterson, P.A.
Millicent and Bob Steele
Sun Sentinel
Tauf Foundation
Kenny and Sandy Tate and Family
Jerry Taylor and Nancy Bryant
Richard and Christine Welch
Patricia and Kurt Zimmerman

$100,000 and Above

Anonymous (2)
American Express
Madaline and Mark Asofsky
Ron and Kathy Assaf
AT&T
Beverly S. Bachrach
Elliott Barnett
Abbe and Steven Becker
Robert G. and Emily Bennett
Richard and Sandy Berkowitz
Bob Birdsong
Blockbuster Entertainment Corp.
Blosser Family Fund of the
Community Foundation of
Broward
Lesleen Bolt & Stephen A. Keller
Robert and Christina Brinkman
Ann M. Burris
The Chatoff Charitable Foundation
Peter B. Cinelli, M.D. and
Michael LiPuma
Patricia Deering
James and Cathy Donnelly
- Castle Group
Antje and Leonard Farber
Richard & Susan Finkelstein
and Family
First Union Foundation
Dr. & Mrs. Abraham S. Fischler
Jack and Beverly Fox
David and Sheila Fuente
Funding Arts Broward, Inc.
William Glazer and
Thomas Smith, Ph.D.
The Neil Goldberg Dream
Foundation
Kenneth M. Goss
Susan and Wil Greaton
Greenberg, Traurig, Hoffman,
Lipoff, Rosen & Quentel, P.A.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Grevior
Raymond C. Griffis, Jr. and
Mark R. Tews
Gunster Law Firm
The Hagen Family Foundation
Steven Halmos Family Foundation
June & Gordon Harcourt-Heaver
Robert Harrigan and
Cindy Lane
The A.D. Henderson
Foundation, Inc.
The Herald
Dr. and Mrs. Clifford P. Hoch
The Hooper Family
Michelle Howland
George Dean and Susu Johnson
Barbara and Milton Jones
Richard and Mary Kazares
John S. and James L. Knight
Foundation
Keith Koenig – City Furniture
The Krause Family Foundation
Adam and Tina Kreysar
Elaine and Jon Krupnick
Arthur and Christine Lambertus
Liz and Kurt Langsenkamp
The Lasdon Family Foundation
Mr. Peter Lavezzi
Ida and Ray Leightman
Dara and Jarett Levan
Susan and Buddy Lochrie
Brooke and Robert Lochrie
The Harry T. Mangurian, Jr.
Foundation, Inc.
The Marquis George MacDonald
Foundation - Mr. Lee McDonald
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Marrinson
The Carl Mayhue Family
Diana and Emmett McTigue
Ken and Sharon Meares
Michael and Barbara Landry
The family of Richard and Marie and
Alan and Marsha Levy
Mercedes-Benz of Fort Lauderdale
Northern Trust N.A.
Performing Arts Center PACERS, Inc.
Publix Super Markets Charities
Nan and Raymond E. Sachs
The Sidney, Milton & Leoma Simon Foundation
- Joseph C. Warner, Trustee
Kendall and Gilbert Spencer
Stearns, Weaver, Miller, Weissler,
Sandy and Art Phillips
Harry L. Posin
Leonard and Sally Robbins
Jeffery and Pam Roberts
Shannon & Johnathan Robertson
Cynthia and Ramón Rodriguez
Bruce and Jacquelyn Rogow
Mr. and Mrs. John Roschman
Miriam and David Rush
Mr. and Mrs. Luigi Salvaneschi
The Carl Mayhue Family

Dr. & Mrs. Edward D. Michaelson
Motwani Family
The Olefson Family
Merle and Michael Orlove
John and Priscilla Oughton
Louis and Anita Perlman
Family Foundation
Timothy and Suzanne Peterson
Drazi and Harvey Simon
Chester M. Slonaker and
Don Friedman
Muriel and David Smith
Barry and Susan Sommerstein
Family
The Stiles Family
Jeremy and Maureen Straub
The Toppel Family Foundation
Wachovia
Barton and Shirley Weisman
Mark and Linda Wilford
Wilson Butler Architects
Seth and Lori Wise
Richard J. Wolfenden
Kristin and Jake Wurzak

$100,000 and Above

Anonymous (2)
American Express
Madaline and Mark Asofsky
Ron and Kathy Assaf
AT&T
Beverly S. Bachrach
Elliott Barnett
Abbe and Steven Becker
Robert G. and Emily Bennett
Richard and Sandy Berkowitz
Bob Birdsong
Blockbuster Entertainment Corp.
Blosser Family Fund of the
Community Foundation of
Broward
Lesleen Bolt & Stephen A. Keller
Robert and Christina Brinkman
Ann M. Burris
The Chatoff Charitable Foundation
Peter B. Cinelli, M.D. and
Michael LiPuma
Patricia Deering
James and Cathy Donnelly
- Castle Group
Antje and Leonard Farber
Richard & Susan Finkelstein
and Family
First Union Foundation
Dr. & Mrs. Abraham S. Fischler
Jack and Beverly Fox
David and Sheila Fuente
Funding Arts Broward, Inc.
William Glazer and
Thomas Smith, Ph.D.
The Neil Goldberg Dream
Foundation
Kenneth M. Goss
Susan and Wil Greaton
Greenberg, Traurig, Hoffman,
Lipoff, Rosen & Quentel, P.A.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Grevior
Raymond C. Griffis, Jr. and
Mark R. Tews
Gunster Law Firm
The Hagen Family Foundation
Steven Halmos Family Foundation
June & Gordon Harcourt-Heaver
Robert Harrigan and
Cindy Lane
The A.D. Henderson
Foundation, Inc.
The Herald
Dr. and Mrs. Clifford P. Hoch
The Hooper Family
Michelle Howland
George Dean and Susu Johnson
Barbara and Milton Jones
Richard and Mary Kazares
John S. and James L. Knight
Foundation
Keith Koenig – City Furniture
The Krause Family Foundation
Adam and Tina Kreysar
Elaine and Jon Krupnick
Arthur and Christine Lambertus
Liz and Kurt Langsenkamp
The Lasdon Family Foundation
Mr. Peter Lavezzi
Ida and Ray Leightman
Dara and Jarett Levan
Susan and Buddy Lochrie
Brooke and Robert Lochrie
The Harry T. Mangurian, Jr.
Foundation, Inc.
The Marquis George MacDonald
Foundation - Mr. Lee McDonald
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Marrinson
The Carl Mayhue Family
Diana and Emmett McTigue
Ken and Sharon Meares
Michael and Barbara Landry
The family of Richard and Marie and
Alan and Marsha Levy
Mercedes-Benz of Fort Lauderdale
Northern Trust N.A.
Performing Arts Center PACERS, Inc.
Publix Super Markets Charities
Nan and Raymond E. Sachs
The Sidney, Milton & Leoma Simon Foundation
- Joseph C. Warner, Trustee
Kendall and Gilbert Spencer
Stearns, Weaver, Miller, Weissler,
Sandy and Art Phillips
Harry L. Posin
Leonard and Sally Robbins
Jeffery and Pam Roberts
Shannon & Johnathan Robertson
Cynthia and Ramón Rodriguez
Bruce and Jacquelyn Rogow
Mr. and Mrs. John Roschman
Miriam and David Rush
Mr. and Mrs. Luigi Salvaneschi
The Carl Mayhue Family

Dr. & Mrs. Edward D. Michaelson
Motwani Family
The Olefson Family
Merle and Michael Orlove
John and Priscilla Oughton
Louis and Anita Perlman
Family Foundation
Timothy and Suzanne Peterson
Drazi and Harvey Simon
Chester M. Slonaker and
Don Friedman
Muriel and David Smith
Barry and Susan Sommerstein
Family
The Stiles Family
Jeremy and Maureen Straub
The Toppel Family Foundation
Wachovia
Barton and Shirley Weisman
Mark and Linda Wilford
Wilson Butler Architects
Seth and Lori Wise
Richard J. Wolfenden
Kristin and Jake Wurzak

$100,000 and Above

Anonymous (2)
American Express
Madaline and Mark Asofsky
Ron and Kathy Assaf
AT&T
Beverly S. Bachrach
Elliott Barnett
Abbe and Steven Becker
Robert G. and Emily Bennett
Richard and Sandy Berkowitz
Bob Birdsong
Blockbuster Entertainment Corp.
Blosser Family Fund of the
Community Foundation of
Broward
Lesleen Bolt & Stephen A. Keller
Robert and Christina Brinkman
Ann M. Burris
The Chatoff Charitable Foundation
Peter B. Cinelli, M.D. and
Michael LiPuma
Patricia Deering
James and Cathy Donnelly
- Castle Group
Antje and Leonard Farber
Richard & Susan Finkelstein
and Family
First Union Foundation
Dr. & Mrs. Abraham S. Fischler
Jack and Beverly Fox
David and Sheila Fuente
Funding Arts Broward, Inc.
William Glazer and
Thomas Smith, Ph.D.
The Neil Goldberg Dream
Foundation
Kenneth M. Goss
Susan and Wil Greaton
Greenberg, Traurig, Hoffman,
Lipoff, Rosen & Quentel, P.A.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Grevior
Raymond C. Griffis, Jr. and
Mark R. Tews
Gunster Law Firm
The Hagen Family Foundation
Steven Halmos Family Foundation
June & Gordon Harcourt-Heaver
Robert Harrigan and
Cindy Lane
The A.D. Henderson
Foundation, Inc.
The Herald
Dr. and Mrs. Clifford P. Hoch
The Hooper Family
Michelle Howland
George Dean and Susu Johnson
Barbara and Milton Jones
Richard and Mary Kazares
John S. and James L. Knight
Foundation
Keith Koenig – City Furniture
The Krause Family Foundation
Adam and Tina Kreysar
Elaine and Jon Krupnick
Arthur and Christine Lambertus
Liz and Kurt Langsenkamp
The Lasdon Family Foundation
Mr. Peter Lavezzi
Ida and Ray Leightman
Dara and Jarett Levan
Susan and Buddy Lochrie
Brooke and Robert Lochrie
The Harry T. Mangurian, Jr.
Foundation, Inc.
The Marquis George MacDonald
Foundation - Mr. Lee McDonald
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Marrinson
The Carl Mayhue Family
Diana and Emmett McTigue
Ken and Sharon Meares
Michael and Barbara Landry
The family of Richard and Marie and
Alan and Marsha Levy
Mercedes-Benz of Fort Lauderdale
Northern Trust N.A.
Performing Arts Center PACERS, Inc.
Publix Super Markets Charities
Nan and Raymond E. Sachs
The Sidney, Milton & Leoma Simon Foundation
- Joseph C. Warner, Trustee
Kendall and Gilbert Spencer
Stearns, Weaver, Miller, Weissler,
Sandy and Art Phillips
Harry L. Posin
Leonard and Sally Robbins
Jeffery and Pam Roberts
Shannon & Johnathan Robertson
Cynthia and Ramón Rodriguez
Bruce and Jacquelyn Rogow
Mr. and Mrs. John Roschman
Miriam and David Rush
Mr. and Mrs. Luigi Salvaneschi
The Carl Mayhue Family

Dr. & Mrs. Edward D. Michaelson
Motwani Family
The Olefson Family
Merle and Michael Orlove
John and Priscilla Oughton
Louis and Anita Perlman
Family Foundation
Timothy and Suzanne Peterson
Drazi and Harvey Simon
Chester M. Slonaker and
Don Friedman
Muriel and David Smith
Barry and Susan Sommerstein
Family
The Stiles Family
Jeremy and Maureen Straub
The Toppel Family Foundation
Wachovia
Barton and Shirley Weisman
Mark and Linda Wilford
Wilson Butler Architects
Seth and Lori Wise
Richard J. Wolfenden
Kristin and Jake Wurzak
Anonymous (7)
John E. Abdo, Jr. and Jaime M. Abdo
Barbara and Marc Alexander
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Allegri and Family
Toula and Lawrence Amanna
Rachel and Ron Antevy
Artisan Foods – Brad and Stacey Friedman
Peter L. Babinski, M.D. - Alan L. Curtis
Julie Baldwin
Drs. Alvan and Linda Balent
Gloria and Herbert Barker
John & Mimi Bauer in memory of August Philip Bauer
BB&T
Kimberly and Barry Belmont
John and Sandy Benz
Diana and Jerome Bergheim
Jonathan and Stacy Berstein
C. Graham Berwind, III - Director, Spring Point Partners
Bessemer Trust Company
BNY Mellon Wealth Management
Betsy and Robert Bradford
Dr. and Mrs. Herbert E. Brizel
Broadway in Fort Lauderdale
Nancy Brown, Fritch Foundation
Mrs. Blanche S. Buck
Margaret and Matt Callihan
Vivian Cardia
James L. Case and Family
George Catzavelos CenterState Bank
Amy and Howard Chafetz
Scott Clearwater and Christopher Ambs
Martin and Terri Cole
Community Concert Association of Fort Lauderdale
Carolyn Davis and Ned Black
John B. & Elizabeth C. Deinhardt
Jonathan DeLuca
Sean Donovan and Lori Macpherson
Dr. Tony and Jean Dorto
Jane and Douglas Dagon
Margaret Edwards
Bonnie E. Eletz
Jim Ellis
Mrs. Anne A. Ellman
Waden E. Emery III MD FAAN
Marty & Jeannette Engelmann
Charles and Laurie Ermer
Claire Fair
Fifth Third Bank
Mark Finkelstein – Sonny and Linda Finkelstein
Florida Power & Light
Sara and Steven M. Goldberg
Sally Goldman Foundation
Golda and Sheldon Golub

Gregg and Adrienne Good
Douglas Gorab in loving memory of Ron Plotkin
Esther Zinn Gordon
The Reuben and Mollie Gordon Foundation, Inc.
Carol Greaton
Thomas E. Greenbaum
Charitable Foundation
Walter and Christina Griffith
Suzanne Gunzburger
Hale Piano and Organ, Inc. – Charles K. Hale
Dr. George and Jana Hanbury
Dr. and Mrs. Jacob J. Harris HealThePlanet.com
Crockett Herd
Richard Herter & Dennis Baney
Dr. and Mrs. Edgar Hift
Mr. and Mrs. Zach Hoffman
Holland & Knight
Wes and Mercedes Holston
Michael and Yvette Hooley
Carmen and Peter Hotchkiss
Mr. Richard Hull and Ms. Pauline FitzPatrick
Karen and David Humble
J. Erik Hvide
Hans J. Hvide
IBM
Incapital
Mr. and Mrs. Brian E. Ingalls
Joseph and Patricia Jack
Alice and Mike Jackson
Dr. and Mrs. Maury A. Jayson
Dr. James and Janet Jordan
Robert B. Judd
Mr. & Mrs. Sherman A. Katz
Dr. Albert E. Kaufman and Esther G. Kaufman
Lisa Kitei
Harold and Deko Klebanoff
Mary Fanizzi Krystoff
John O. LaFollette
Carole Wien Langer
David J. Lavelle and Bruce P. McBean
Isla Leibowitz
Dr. & Mrs. Robert S. Liebeskind
Dr. Fred and Bonnie Lippman
Per-Olof Lööf and Asa Lena Lööf
Barbara and Marcel Maier and Family
Dr. Lee and Brigitte Mandel
Karen Mintz Margulies
MasterCard
Jack and Stephanie Melnicoff
Mary and Dean Middleton
Cheryl and Christian Miller
Fred and Audrey Millsaps
Minto Foundation
Burton D. Morgan Foundation
Dr. Herbert & Mrs. Marcia Moselle
Joan C. Moselle
Bernard and Cheryl Moyle

Peter S. Mozino Foundation - Ted J. Mozino, Joan Readding, Barbara Mozino Seegul
William and Una Murphy
Melinda Nakaya & Dana Nakaya
Carole Nugent
Keith and Deb Oates
Patrick and Gail O’Brien
Paul M. and Patricia E. O’Hara
The Opera Guild, Inc.
Claire and Harold Oshry
Bruce G. Paddock
Forest Pattan & Jamie Stafford
Elizabeth and Jonathan Peress
Personnel Pool of America, Inc. – The H & R Block Foundation
Caroline Pierce
PNC Foundation
PTG-Florida, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Quatrano
Dr. William J. and Deborah Rand
Senator Nan and David Rich
Beth and Philip Rielly
The Rinker Companies Foundation, Inc.
Richard J. Roselli and Family
Marcelle and Andy Rosen
Durée and Dwayne Ross
Joni and Alan Routman
Runway Growers
Shelly and Phoebe Satlin
Mr. & Mrs. Sheldon J. Schlesinger
Lois and John Schmatz
Joel and Maxine Schwartz
Marjorie & Martin Schwartzberg
Theresa, Denise & Robin Scogna
Wylie T. Scott, M.D.
Sarah and Kelley Stanley
Susan A. Smith
Allan C. Sorensen
Alex C. Spektor
Dr. Henry and Elaine Spiro
Mrs. George R. Sprague
Roni and Stuart Stein
Susan and Marshall Stein
Isobel and Robert Sturgeon
Chuck Sussman
Paul and Jodi Tartell
The Thomas Family Foundation
Ticketmaster
Katie and Paul Turner
Dr. Brian and Jacqueline Udell
Law offices of Steven Valancy, P.A.
The Virga Family
Mark and Lynda Walter
Beckie and Marshall Weinberg
Betsy & David Weisman & Family
Florence and Bob Werner
Gene A. Whiddon, Sr.
Lynne Wines
Jorge and Alix Wolf
Dr. & Mrs. Zachariah P. Zachariah
Judd and Laura Zebersky
Patricia and Lawrence Zuanich
Founders’ Club Platinum
Anonymous
John E. Abdo Family
Joel and Beverly Altman
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph C. Amaturo
Madaeline and Mark Asofsky
AutoNation, Inc.
Bank of America
Bonnie Barnett & Dr. Robert L. Kagan
BBX Capital Corporation
Abbe and Steven Becker
Richard and Sandy Berkowitz
Dianne Bienes
Bob Birdsong
Lesleen Bolt
Robert and Christina Brinkman
Colin W. Brown
Neil Burmeister and Bob Romano
Ann M. Burris
Clifford Jason Cideko & Fredrick Warten
Peter B. Cinelli, M.D.
Patricia Deering
Frederick A. DeLuca Foundation
James & Cathy Donnelly – Castle Group
Bonnie E. Eletz
Mrs. Abraham Fischler
Christine and M. Austin Forman
Jack and Beverly Fox
Jesse and Susan Gaddis
William Glazer & Thomas Smith, Ph.D.
The Neil Goldberg Dream Foundation
Dr. Stanley and Pearl Goodman
Susan and Wil Groaton
Greenspoon Marder
Raymond C. Griﬃs, Jr. & Mark R. Tews
Gunster Law Firm
Linda Haller
Steven Halmos Family Foundation
Mary Jane Harlow Charitable Trust
Robert Harrigan and Cindy Lane
Tanya and Andrew Heller
Alan and Kristen Hooper
Michelle Howland
Hudson Family Foundation
The Huizenga Family
The Ingham Family
JM Family Enterprises, Inc.
Robert Wood Johnson 1962 Charitable Trust
Barbara and Milton Jones
Carol Harrison Kalagher
Karina Family Foundation
Eleanor and Herbert Katz Family
Richard and Mary Kazarees
Keith Kenoeg – City Furniture
Adam and Tina Kreysar
Elaine and Jon Krupnick
The LaBate Family
Michael and Barbara Landry
Liz and Kurt Langsenkamp
Ida and Ray Leightman
Josephine S. Leiser Foundation
Mrs. Nile L. Lestrangne
Dara and Jarett Levan
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Levy
Brooke and Robert Lochrie
The Harry T. Mangurian, Jr. Foundation, Inc.
Martha and Ralph Marrinson
Emmett McTigue
Ken and Sharon Meares
Rose Miniaci and Family
Marie Morris
Motwani Family
Northern Trust N.A.
The Olefson Family
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Palmer
Peck Foundation, Milwaukee
Sandy and Art Phillips
Harry L. Posin
Shannon & Johnathan Robertson
Salah Foundation
Bernard and Suzanne Scharf
Alan M. Schwartz, M.D.
The Sidney, Milton & Leoma Simon Foundation – Joseph C. Warner, Trustee
The Slattery Family Foundation
Chester M. Sloanaker & Don Friedman
Barry and Susan Sommerstein
Stearns, Weaver, Miller, Weissler, Alhadeff & Sitterson, P.A.
The Stiles Family
Jeremy and Maureen Straub
SunTrust now Trust
S. Donald Sturman
Joshua and Nicole Taggart
Kenny and Sandy Tate and Family
Jerry Taylor and Nancy Bryant
Linda and Douglas Von Allmen
Richard and Christine Welch
Lillian S. Wells Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Wendt
Mark and Linda Wilford
Seth and Lori Wise
Kristin and Jake Wurzak
Patricia and Kurt Zimmerman

Founders’ Club Gold
Ron and Kathy Assaf
Mrs. Emily Bennett
Mr. and Mrs. James Blosser
Richard and Susan Finkelstein
Linda Gill
Greenberg Traurig, LLP
Arthur and Christine Lambertus
Susan Lochrie
Dr. and Mrs. Edward D. Michaelson
John and Priscilla Oughton
Sally Robbins
Ramón and Cynthia Rodriguez
Betty Roschman
Anne and William Scherer
Situ Siegel
Drazia and Harvey Simon
Jamie Stiles
The Toppel Family Foundation

Patrons’ Circle
After making cumulative gifts of $50,000 or more, Patrons’ Circle members continue their Benefactor support with annual gifts of $2,500 and above.

Lifetime Members
The John E. Abdo Family
Jan and Frank Abdo
Joel and Beverly Altman
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph C. Amaturo
AutoNation, Inc.
Bank of America
BBX Capital Corporation
Dianne and Michael Bienes
Albert E. & Birdie W. Einstein Fund
The Robert Elmore Family
Harry A. Gampel Charitable Trust
Leo Goodwin Foundation, Inc.
Greenspoon Marder
Roger R. Hinkel and Herbert J. Kurtzheim
Mrs. William D. Horvitz
The Huizenga Family
Jim and Jan Moran
- JM Family Enterprises
Josephine S. Leiser Foundation
The Family of Susie & Alan B. Levan
The Alfred & Rose Miniaci Foundation
Northern Trust N.A.
Peck Foundation, Milwaukee
Kendall and Gilbert Spencer
SunTrust
Lorraine Thomas
Mr. and Mrs. August Urbanek
Waste Management, Inc. of Florida
Beverly S. Bachrach (ex officio)

Platinum Benefactors
Anonymous (5)
Barbara and Marc Alexander
Ron and Rachel Antevey
Kimberly and Barry Belmont
John and Sandy Benz
C. Graham Berwind, Ill – Director, Spring Point Partners
Nancy Brown, Fitch Foundation
Vivian Cardia
George Catzavelos
CenterState Bank
Scott Clearwater & Christopher Ambs
Martin and Terri Cole
Carolyn Davis and Ned Black
Jonathan Deluca
Sean Donovan and Lori Macpherson
Jim Ellis
Mrs. Anne A. Ellman
Marty and Jeannette Engelmann
Charles and Laurie Ermer
Claire Fair
Fifth Third Bank
Sally Goldman Foundation
Gregg and Adrienne Good
Douglas Gorab in memory of Ron Plotkin
The Thomas E. Greenbaum Charitable Foundation
Dr. George and Jana Hanbury
Dr. and Mrs. Jacob Harris
Crockett Herd
Richard Herter and Dennis Baney
Wes and Mercedes Holston
Michael and Yvette Hooley
Alice and Mike Jackson
Dr. and Mrs. Maury A. Jayson
Deko Klebanoff
Mary Fanizzi Krystoff
Leibowitz
Dr. Fred and Bonnie Lippman
Barbara and Marcel Maier
and Family
Dr. Lee and Brigitte Mandel
MasterCard
Jack and Stephanie Melnicoff
Mary and Dean Middleton
Bernard and Cheryl Moyle
William and Uma Murphy
Keith and Deb Oates
Paul M. and Patricia E. O’Hara
Bruce G. Paddock
(continued next page)
Artisan Foods ~ Brad & Stacey Friedman
BB&T
Diana and Jerome Bergheim
Jonathan and Stacy Berstein
BNY Mellon Wealth Management
Margaret and Matt Callihan
Amy and Howard Chafetz
Howard and Loretta Chatoff
Dr. Tony and Jean Dorton
Jane and Douglas Eagon
Golda and Sheldon Golub
HealThePlanet.com
Carmen and Peter Hotchkiss
Cheryl and Christian Miller
The Peter S. Mozino Foundation –
Ted J. Mozino, Joan Readding,
Barbara Mozino Seegul
Patrick and Gail O’Brien
Jon and Alix Wolf
Susan and Marshall Stein
Mark and Lynda Walter
Beckie & Marshall Weinberg
Lynne Wines

Silver Benefactors
Anonymous
Margo and Richard Absher

Charles and Gloria Allegri
Dr. Howard and Mrs. Judee Barron
Mrs. John P. Bauer
Mrs. Robert Bradford
Dr. Herbert E. Brizel
James L. Case and Family
Robert DeCamillo
Mrs. Sara Goldberg
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Grevior
Suzanne Guinzerburg
Roger Hinkley
Mr. and Mrs. Zach Hoffman
Holland & Knight
Mr. Richard Hull and
Ms. Pauline FitzPatrick
Robert B. Judd, Esquire
Per-Olof Lööf
Bruce P. McBean
Melinda and Dana Nakaya
Carole Nugent
Merle and Michael Orlove
Timothy and Suzanne Peterson
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Quatrano
Lisa and Richard Roselli
Dr. Henry and Elaine Spiro
Mr. and Mrs. Barton D. Weisman
Florence and Bob Werner
Linda and Scott Zakheim

Classical Society

Presenting Sponsor
PNC Wealth Management
and Hawthorn

Concerto ~ $5,000 and Above
Helen Lefkowitz

Sonata ~ $2,500 and Above
Diana and Jerome F. Bergheim
Kenneth Greenberg
Suzanne Guinzerburg

Overture ~ $1,000 and Above
Glenda Jayson
Bruce P. McBean
Joel and Merle Schneider

Entourage

Producer ~ $5,000 and Above
Anonymous (2)
Mary and Douglas Baske
Howard and Rebecca Braverman
Caryn Clayman
Dutton Real Estate
Cindy and Joe Galli
Gendal Family Charitable Foundation
Jason S. Gibson
Jan Goodheart and Ian Ibbetson
Richard Grillo and James Coughlin
Marcia and Joel Hochberg
Michael and Andrea Kaliberg
Joe and Bobbi Kirner
Ashley and Matt Lindsay
Robert and Constance McGee
Barry Minoff
Thomas and Sandra Oliveri
Wesley and Angie Parker
Sharon Roscioli
Lorraine Shanley
Shea Smith & Ashley Sawyer Smith
Carolyne Spataro
Ann Stember

Maestro ~ $2,500 and Above
Anonymous (2)
Barsoum Family
Barbara Bennett
Shelly Bradshaw and Jim Hammond
Stephanie Brandon
Beth and Howard Braver
Ray H. Casey
Chance Family Foundation
Eleanor M. Chaney
Harvey Chasser
Trish and Ron Chiaverini
Ruchel and Pieter Coetzee
Howard and Alison Cohen
Keith Costello
Christian Demidio
Herbert Diamond and John Ring
Doris and Steve Dolchin
Steve and Valerie Dzikowski
Nancy Dzoba
Juliana Farkas
Edward and Kay Finkelstein
Julius Joel Fisher
Jody Sklar and Dana Fishkin
Flamingo Road Nursery
– Lisa and Jim Dezell
Terry and Les Freedman
Mimi and Richard Friedman
Friezo Family Foundation
Robert and Marie Gallerge
Robert and Zoey Given
Kenneth Greenberg
The Gumbel Family
Marcy and Ronald Holzer
Frank and Donna Horkey
Glenda Jayson
Craig Johnston and James Stellas
Mohamad Kamaredeine
Barry and Debbie Kay
Dr. and Mrs. Fred D. Khani
Monica Kirkland & Marcelo Sanchez
Lorna Lohse and Mickey Klevansky
Eric and Michele Koeppel
William Korey
Jeffery A. Lammers and
James A. McLaughlin
Gwendolyn and Sydney Landers
Arlene and Ira Lazar
Ryan and Jennifer Lipps
Litowitz Foundation

James Long
Mitchell Lombard
John T. Loos
Karen and Steve Mackie
Michael Mann and John Sedor
Andy McNeil and Todd Bludworth
Don and Shannon Pina
George and Anne Platt
Jillian Marcus and Josh Polsky
Patricia Post
JoAnn and Philip Proacci
Lisa Reale
Robin and Michael Robins
Donald D. Rogers Foundation, Inc.
Mr. Tim and Dr. Mary Scanlon
Hanita and Morry Schreiber
Russell Sexton
Jean and Willbur Snider
Stark Family Foundation
Stephen Thayer and Howard Terry
Kelly and Randall Vitale
Alain and Simona Wallace
Gregory F. D’Amore and
Robert Timothy Weeks
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard E. Zedeck
Stephen and Marsha Zimberg

Celebrity ~ $1,000 and Above
Anonymous (2)
Charles Alferi
Ariadna Alvarez
Diane and Richard Ames
Norma Anzalone
Judith and Philip Averbuch
Robert and Jill Axelrod
Diane Barrett
Frank Blewer
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Producers: Gendal Family Charitable Foundation

Presenting Sponsor
PNC Wealth Management
and Hawthorn

Concerto ~ $5,000 and Above
Helen Lefkowitz

Sonata ~ $2,500 and Above
Diana and Jerome F. Bergheim
Kenneth Greenberg
Suzanne Guinzerburg

Overture ~ $1,000 and Above
Glenda Jayson
Bruce P. McBean
Joel and Merle Schneider

Entourage

Producer ~ $5,000 and Above
Anonymous (2)
Mary and Douglas Baske
Howard and Rebecca Braverman
Caryn Clayman
Dutton Real Estate
Cindy and Joe Galli
Gendal Family Charitable Foundation
Jason S. Gibson
Jan Goodheart and Ian Ibbetson
Richard Grillo and James Coughlin
Marcia and Joel Hochberg
Michael and Andrea Kaliberg
Joe and Bobbi Kirner
Ashley and Matt Lindsay
Robert and Constance McGee
Barry Minoff
Thomas and Sandra Oliveri
Wesley and Angie Parker
Sharon Roscioli
Lorraine Shanley
Shea Smith & Ashley Sawyer Smith
Carolyne Spataro
Ann Stember

Maestro ~ $2,500 and Above
Anonymous (2)
Barsoum Family
Barbara Bennett
Shelly Bradshaw and Jim Hammond
Stephanie Brandon
Beth and Howard Braver
Ray H. Casey
Chance Family Foundation
Eleanor M. Chaney
Harvey Chasser
Trish and Ron Chiaverini
Ruchel and Pieter Coetzee
Howard and Alison Cohen
Keith Costello
Christian Demidio
Herbert Diamond and John Ring
Doris and Steve Dolchin
Steve and Valerie Dzikowski
Nancy Dzoba
Juliana Farkas
Edward and Kay Finkelstein
Julius Joel Fisher
Jody Sklar and Dana Fishkin
Flamingo Road Nursery
– Lisa and Jim Dezell
Terry and Les Freedman
Mimi and Richard Friedman
Friezo Family Foundation
Robert and Marie Gallerge
Robert and Zoey Given
Kenneth Greenberg
The Gumbel Family
Marcy and Ronald Holzer
Frank and Donna Horkey
Glenda Jayson
Craig Johnston and James Stellas
Mohamad Kamaredeine
Barry and Debbie Kay
Dr. and Mrs. Fred D. Khani
Monica Kirkland & Marcelo Sanchez
Lorna Lohse and Mickey Klevansky
Eric and Michele Koeppel
William Korey
Jeffery A. Lammers and
James A. McLaughlin
Gwendolyn and Sydney Landers
Arlene and Ira Lazar
Ryan and Jennifer Lipps
Litowitz Foundation

James Long
Mitchell Lombard
John T. Loos
Karen and Steve Mackie
Michael Mann and John Sedor
Andy McNeil and Todd Bludworth
Don and Shannon Pina
George and Anne Platt
Jillian Marcus and Josh Polsky
Patricia Post
JoAnn and Philip Proacci
Lisa Reale
Robin and Michael Robins
Donald D. Rogers Foundation, Inc.
Mr. Tim and Dr. Mary Scanlon
Hanita and Morry Schreiber
Russell Sexton
Jean and Willbur Snider
Stark Family Foundation
Stephen Thayer and Howard Terry
Kelly and Randall Vitale
Alain and Simona Wallace
Gregory F. D’Amore and
Robert Timothy Weeks
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard E. Zedeck
Stephen and Marsha Zimberg

Celebrity ~ $1,000 and Above
Anonymous (2)
Charles Alferi
Ariadna Alvarez
Diane and Richard Ames
Norma Anzalone
Judith and Philip Averbuch
Robert and Jill Axelrod
Diane Barrett
Frank Blewer
(continued next page)
Entourage members listed at the $1,000 level and above. Donor listings based on active memberships as of August 1, 2020.

The Ovation Society
The Ovation Society recognizes friends who support the Broward Center with planned gift arrangements. Beverly S. Bachrach • Judith Carney • Carolyn Davis and Ned Black and Philip Davis • Dr. Lynn Dieter Martin and Susanne Ellman • Maude Fitzpatrick • William Glazer & Thomas Smith, Ph.D. • Neil Goldberg Mrs. Sara Goldberg • Barry H. and Elisa R. Goldman • Richard A. Grillo • Robert Harrigan Anne Hotte • Carol Harrison Kalagher • Arthur & Christine Lambertus • Ida & Ray Leighton Mrs. Nile Lestrange • Robert B. Lochrie III • Ann Lingloff Newman • Ms. Sharon Oliver • Charles L. Palmer Richard M. Prekaiski • Sally and Leonard Robbins • Mr. Robert Rusinko & Mr. Frank Stumpo Sheldon and Phoebe Satlin • Bernard and Suzanne Scharf • Drazia S. Simon • Barry Somerstein Gary Wendt • Ethelaltt Altman Wiener • Victoria & Joel Wugalter • Patricia & Kurt Zimmerman

Broward Performing Arts Foundation Named Endowed Funds
Joel and Beverly Altman Endowed Fund for Education • Amaturo Performing Arts Fund Endowed Fund Jane S. Brown Memorial Education Fund • Albert E. and Birdie W. Einstein Endowed Fund M. Austin and Christine Forman Endowed Fund • Mary Jane Harlow Charitable Trust Education Endowed Fund • Ms. Sharon Oliver • Ann Lingloff Newman • Ms. Sharon Oliver • Charles L. Palmer Richard M. Prekaiski • Sally and Leonard Robbins • Mr. Robert Rusinko & Mr. Frank Stumpo

Foundations, Philanthropic Gifts and Grants
Programs at the Broward Center are sponsored in part by the State of Florida, Department of State, Division of Cultural Affairs and the Florida Council on Arts and Culture, and by:
Bank of America Charitable Foundation • Cornelia T. Bailey Foundation • The Batchelor Foundation Caring Friends Foundation, Bank of America, N.A., Co-Trustee Frederick A. DeLuca Foundation • Albert E. and Birdie W. Einstein Fund Florida Theatrical Association • Charles F. and Esther M. Frye Foundation • Funding Arts Broward, Inc. Gore Family Memorial Foundation • Mary Jane Harlow Charitable Trust • City of Hollywood • JM Family Enterprises Robert Wood Johnson 1962 Charitable Trust • Kapila Family Foundation • Josephine S. Leiser Foundation Mento Foundation • National Endowment for the Arts • Ronald Endowment Scholarship Fund PNC Foundation • City of Pompano Beach • School Board of Broward County – SEAS Trust Fund The Taft Foundation • Jerry Taylor and Nancy Bryant • The Zanoff Family Charitable Trust

Our Public Partners
Broward County • City of Fort Lauderdale • Downtown Development Authority • School Board of Broward County